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Dynamic response of a strongly perturbed electron gas
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The dynamic response of an electron gas strongly perturbed by an impurity is calculated using density
functional theory and many-body linear response theory. We find that the piling up of charge induced by the
impurity significantly modifies electron dynamics in the vicinity of the impurity and the response of the system
to localized external perturbations. Our results show the important local effects that the nonlinear screening of
impurities introduce in the dynamic response of metallic systems.
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The theoretical description of many-body systems in th
ground state has nowadays become an affordable task
cause of recent advances in the numerical implementatio
ab initio methods, as well as huge improvements in comp
ing capabilities. However, an accurate evaluation of excit
states properties in such systems is still a major theore
challenge. The problem is of obvious importance as m
experimental techniques are based on testing of excited s
Apart from its intrinsic fundamental interest, the knowled
of the system excitation spectrum is useful to understan
large variety of physical phenomena, such as~i! photoab-
sorption of atoms1,2 and plasmas,3,4 ~ii ! optical response o
clusters,5–8 ~iii ! core polarization and dielectric response
solids,9,10 ~iv! resonant photoemission,11 or ~v! neutralization
of ions at surfaces.12,13

Common solid-state approaches to study excited state
many-body perturbation and time-dependent dens
functional theories. The application of these methods to
systems often relies on system symmetries, such as
dimensional or three-dimensional periodicity. The theoreti
description of electronic excitations turns out to be mo
intricate when a localized impurity breaks the spatial sy
metry. Numerical methods based on system periodicity
not efficient in this case. Furthermore, localized pertur
tions in solids, such as impurities in bulk, inner-shell hol
or adsorbates at surfaces strongly modify their environm
The appearance of new states bound to the impurity14 and/or
resonances in the continuum15 can change dramatically th
local properties of the system. The influence of impurity
oms in the excitation spectrum of a 2D electron gas~where
any attractive potential has a bound state! has been consid
ered recently.16 Kondo-type effects arise for single magne
impurities as well.17,18

In metallic systems, valence-band electrons are hig
mobile and the presence of an atomic impurity introduce
strong distortion in the electronic density. Our purpose in t
work is to show that this rearrangement of electronic cha
determines the local dynamic response of the valence e
trons to external perturbations. We study the case of
atomic impurity embedded in a free electron gas~FEG!,
which represents the valence band of a simple metal~such as
0163-1829/2003/68~4!/041102~4!/$20.00 68 0411
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Na or Al!. Therefore, band-structure effects are not cons
ered as we are interested in determining the local dyna
response of the system. We use density-functional theor
calculate the ground state of the system and obtain
valence-electron response function in linear theory af
wards. We show that the dynamic screening of the Coulo
interaction is highly modified in the vicinity of the impurity
and has a complex behavior determined by two compe
effects. As an example, we calculate transition probabilit
for hole-filling processes in the embedded impurity. We co
pare some of our results with those obtained in calculati
which do not include the presence of the impurity to rema
the specific effects introduced by the latter.

For small external dynamic perturbations of the syste
the many-body response is well described by the linear d
sity response functionx(r ,r 8,v). The self-consistent re
sponse functionx(r ,r 8,v) can be obtained at the random
phase approximation~RPA! level in terms of the respons
function of a system of independent particlesx0(r ,r 8,v)
~atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise state!:

x~r ,r 8,v!5x0~r ,r 8,v!

1E dr1dr2x0~r ,r1 ,v!VC~r1 ,r2!x~r2 ,r 8,v!,

~1!

whereVC(r1 ,r2) is the Coulomb interaction, andx0(r ,r 8,v)
is given by1,2

x0~r ,r 8,v!5 (
i Pocc

@c i* ~r !c i~r 8!G~r ,r 8,e i1v!

1c i~r !c i* ~r 8!G* ~r ,r 8,e i2v!#. ~2!

We study the valence-electrons response. For this rea
the sum overi in Eq. ~2! runs over occupied states in th
valence band, and we use a modified one-electron Gre
function G(r ,r 8,v) in which the core contributions are ex
plicitly subtracted.9 c i(r ) and e i are respectively the one
electron wave functions and energy levels that are eig
states of the Kohn-Sham~KS! Hamiltonian H52¹2/2
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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1Veff .
19 The effective potential in the latter equation i

cludes several terms:Veff5VHartree1Vxc1Vimp . VHartree is
the electrostatic potential andVxc is the exchange correlatio
potential, which is calculated in the local densi
approximation.20 The essential point of our work is that w
use the full Hamiltonian that includesVimp in Veff to explic-
itly account for the presence of the impurity in the calcu
tion of the system response.

Our numerical procedure is the following: we solve t
KS one-electron equations after expansion of the wave fu
tions in a spherical harmonic basis setYl ,m(V). The one-
electron Green’s functionsG(r ,r 8,v) are also built from the
solutions of the KS equation for everyv.1,2 With these in-
gredients we calculate the multipole components
x0(r ,r 8,v). Integral equation~1! is solved in real space fo
every polar component ofx(r ,r 8,v).

Electron dynamics is characterized by the screened C
lomb interactionW(r ,r 8,v).21 In RPA,W(r ,r 8,v) is defined
in terms ofVC as

W~r ,r 8,v!5VC~r ,r 8!

1E dr1dr2VC~r ,r1!x~r1 ,r2 ,v!VC~r2 ,r 8!.

~3!

The probability of inelastic processes, determined by
imaginary part of the screened interaction I
@2W(r ,r 8,v)#, is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 1 fo
the case of an Ar atom embedded in a FEG ofr s52 (r s is
defined fromn053/4pr s

3 , wheren0 is the electronic density
of the gas!. The OX axis is defined as the line that joins t
position of the Ar~the origin of coordinates! and the position
of the Coulomb sourcex. We show a case in the low-energ
range v'0.17vp ~with vp

254pn0). Two results for Im
@2W(x,x8,v)# are shown in the plot: one using th
Lindhard response function~plane wave states!, and a second
one using the self-consistent response that includes th
atom. In both cases the absolute value of
@2W(x,x8,v)# reaches its maximum at approximatelyx
5x8. However, there are substantial differences betw
both calculations in the vicinity of the Ar atom. Im
@2W(x,x8,v)# is affected by the rearrangement of ele
tronic charge induced by the Ar atom in the valence ba
Dn. The latter is localized in a region of few atomic units,
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1. The screening provid
by Dn reduces the interaction strength significantly and
troduces some structure in the shape of Im@2W(x,x8,v)#.
Therefore, electron-excitation processes taking place in
neighborhood of the Ar impurity are influenced by this e
fect. For larger values ofx, corresponding to a Coulom
source farther from the Ar atom (x'5, where total screening
of the impurity is already achieved!, the unperturbed FEG
result is practically recovered.

It is worth to mention that the breakdown of symmet
introduced by the Ar atom is essentially different from th
introduced by a surface: in the latter, the electronic exc
04110
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tions are always createdinsidethe surface, and the maximum
value of Im@2W(x,x8,v)# does not necessarily correspon
to the positionx5x8.21

Now we consider a localized external perturbation arou
the impurity: the density fluctuation of electronic charg
rext(r )5ca* (r )ck1

(r ), which accompanies the decay of on

electron from a valence-band stateck1
(r ) to a bound state of

FIG. 1. Top panel: electronic density~in units of the background
electronic densityn0) induced in the valence-bandDn5n2n0

~where n is the valence band electronic density! by an Ar atom
embedded in a free electron gas ofr s52. Lower panels~from top
to bottom, magnitudes in atomic units!: imaginary part of the
screened interaction Im@2W(x,x8,v)# as a function ofx8, and for
different values ofx (x50, x53.8, andx55.8). The Ar atom is
located at the origin of the coordinate system. The solid line is
result including the Ar impurity in the calculation, and the dott
line is the unperturbed electron gas result. The energy isv
50.17vp .
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an ion,ca(r ). This inelastic process corresponds to the fi
ing of a hole in the ion. We remind the reader at this po
that the external perturbation that we treat in linear respo
is rext(r ) andnot the embedded impurity. The latter is co
sidered as part of the system, and thus fully included~for-
mally to all orders of perturbation theory! in the calculation.
The calculation of the transition rate for this process is p
formed after expanding all quantities in the spheric
harmonic basis set. Assuming spherical symmetry, and fix
the angular momentum of the final bound stateca(r ) to l a ,
the transition rate per unit time and per unit of moment
modulusk1 (e15k1

2/2) is obtained as a sum over differe
angular momentum components:22

dG

dk1
5k1

2(
l ,l 1

z~ l ,l 1 ,l a!ImH E dr r 2@rext
l 1 ~r !#* f l l 1~r ,v!J ,

~4!

wherev5e12ea ,

z~ l ,l 1 ,l a!5~2l 11!~2l 111!S l
0

l 1

0
l a

0 D 2

FIG. 2. Modulus of the external densityurext(r )u ~dotted line!
and r times the imaginary part of the potential Im@f(r ,v)# as a
function of the distance from the ion. The process is the decay o
electron at the Fermi level into the 3p state of~a! an Ar1 ion, and
~b! an Ar131 ion. The density parameter isr s52. The calculation of
the response function includes~solid line! or excludes~dashed line!
the Ar ions. Only the dominant partial-wave components@con-
tinuum d electrons (l 152) for ~a! and continuump electrons (l 1

51) for ~b!# are shown. All magnitudes are in atomic units.
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is a coefficient resulting from the analytical integration of t
angular part,l 1 is the angular momentum component of t
initial state wave function, andl is associated with the
l-multipole term in the expansion of the screened interact
W(r ,r 8,v). f l l 1(r ,v) are partial-wave components in th
expansion of the self-consistent potentialf(r ,v), defined as

f~r ,v!5E dr 8rext~r 8!W~r ,r 8,v!. ~5!

We study two regimes: low (v'0.9vp) and high (v
'2.8vp) transition energies. They correspond to the capt
of a 3p electron from the Fermi level by Ar1 and Ar131,
respectively. The electronic configuration of the Ar131 ion is
1s13s23p2. We show in Fig. 2 the imaginary part of th
self-consistent potential Im@f l l 1(r ,v)# generated by the den
sity fluctuationrext(r ) that is associated with the 3p captu
by Ar1 @Fig. 2~a!# and Ar131 @Fig. 2~b!#. The radial depen-
dence of urext

l 1 (r )u is plotted as well. The localization o

urext
l 1 (r )u in the vicinity of the ion determines the range

distances, which is important to calculate the transition r
of the process. Only the dominant partial-wave contribut
to the process is shown:l 51 and l 152 for Ar1 ~i.e., d
electrons from the valence band that undergo a dipolar t
sition! and l 50 and l 151 for Ar131 (p electrons that un-

n

FIG. 3. Differential transition ratedG/dk1 ~in atomic units! as a
function of the initial momentum of the electron~normalized to the
Fermi momentum! k1 /kf for a decay process from a free-electro
gas ofr s52 to the 3p state of~a! an Ar1 ion and~b! an Ar131 ion.
The line styles follow the same convention of Fig. 2. A schema
drawing of the decay process is shown in the inset.
2-3
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dergo a monopolar transition!. Results using two differen
levels of approximation in the calculation of the respon
functionx(r ,r 8,v) ~with and without the Ar ion! are plotted
in Fig. 2.

The piling up of charge in the vicinity of the ion ha
important consequences in modifying the screening pro
ties, as well as the excitation spectrum of the system. B
effects are important in determining the electron dynam
and the transition rate, although their role is different at l
and highv. At low v, enhancement of the screening reduc
the strength of the Coulomb interaction in such a way t
the imaginary part of the screened interaction is significan
reduced. However, at highv, screening is not so efficien
and there is a net increase~instead of a reduction!, in the
value of the imaginary part of the screened interaction du
the local increase of available electrons near the impurit

Capture rates from the valence band to bound states o
ion are calculated by integrating the external density and
self-consistent potential using Eq.~4!. The results of the dif-
ferential probability as a function of the initial momentum
the electron are plotted in Fig. 3 for the same two system
Fig. 2. Perturbation of the medium by the ion introduces
increase of roughly 20% in the value of the rateG for the
low energy range@Fig. 3~a!#, and a reduction of 5–10 % fo
higher excitation energies@Fig. 3~b!#.

In summary, we have developed a general method to
culate the self-consistent response function of an impu
embedded in a FEG. We have applied our method to st
the modifications introduced by the presence of an impu
in the dynamic screening of the medium electrons. We h
considered the case of an atomic impurity, but our conc
a,

e
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sions would be similar for other kind of impurities~core
holes, molecules, etc.!. We have shown that the localizatio
of screening charge induced by the impurity in its vicini
strongly modifies electron dynamics through a change in
electron-electron interaction strength and in the probabi
of electron excitation. The relative weight of these two e
fects depends on the particular value of the excitation ene
v. In simple terms, one could say that as far as determin
the imaginary part of the screened interaction is concern
the electron-electron screening effect is more important
low v, while the increase in the available number of exci
tions ~modification of phase space! is more importnt at high
v. The nontrivial balance between these two effects ma
difficult to predict a priori the influence of the impurity on
the time scales of inelastic transitions that depend on
electron-electron interaction in its vicinity. As an examp
we have calculated the decay rate of valence-band elect
to the 3p bound state of Ar, for which the final rate is show
to be appreciably modified by the impurity perturbation. Th
modification is not expected to be specific of this particu
case, but can be generalized to other inelastic processes
depend on electron-electron interactions and are highly lo
ized in space.
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